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Even more to get excited aboutâ€¦ 130 original illustrations by 70 artists in one giant adult coloring

book! You wonâ€™t find a book with greater variety of subjects and styles. Find an illustration you

love? Each page shows the artistâ€™s name and information, so you can find more coloring pages

from your favorite artists.     130 pictures to color! Single-sided printing 60 lb. bright white paper

Massive variety of subjects and styles All new images in volume 2!     Sold at cost! Incredible value

for hours and hours of coloring fun!   Artist index of short biographies so you can learn more about

your favorite coloring book illustrators.   So much MORE to color! Adult Coloring Book Treasury 2

gives you the opportunity to sample 70 different coloring artists, showcasing their finest work!

Themes include:    Abstract/Tangles Anime Beach Midnight (black background) pages Botanical

Flowers Campers Carousels Fantasy - Fairies/Mermaids/Dragons Fashion Gothic Grayscale

Holiday pages Insults Mandalas and Kaleidoscopes Modern Nature/Animals: Cats, Birds, Horses,

Wolves, Dogs, Whales, Zebras, Owls, Moose, Butterflies, Fish Paper Globes People Quotes with

decorative borders Shoes Surreal Symmetrical Patterns Vintage Whimsical and more!   Artist Index 

 Agy Wilson (1-2) Alice Best Jackson (3-4) Amelia Gregory (5-6) Amelia Richard (7-8) Ana Linea by

Ana Lidia Gonzalez (9-10) Andreja Vucajnk (11) Angela Tapley-Allmond (12-13) Anisa Claire

(14-15) Annyce Turlea (16-17) Arts & Crackers by Ali Marie (18) Asma Zergui (19-20) Barbara

Lanza (21) Becky Dinnage (22-23) C. L. Aldridge (24-25) C. Raven (26-27) Carla Chatterton (28)

Casey "Keyesay" Gilmore (29-30) Chris Ousley (31-32) College Coloring Books by Pamela Auble

(33) Collette Renee Fergus (34-35) Color Me Forum by Jade Elizabeth (36-37) Creative Coloring

Books for Adults (38-39) Cristina McAllister (40-41) Daniel de Sosa (42-43) Ellen Million (44-45)

Hattifant by Manja Burton (46-47) Heather Burns (48) Heather Land (49-50) Heidi Berthiaume

(51-52) Inge Dagmar Manders (53-54) Ivette Ramos Levy (55-56) Jason Hamilton (57-58) Jeanette

Wummel (59-60) Jennifer Robinson (61-62) Jennifer Zimmermann (63-64) Jenny Luan (65-66) Jo

Toye (67) Josephine Lipuma (68-69) Julie Thompson (70-71) Katie Darden (72-73) Kelli Bannert

(74-75) Ligia Ortega (76-77) Lin "Kaylin" Watchorn (78) Lindsay Graves (79-80) Margaret Gates

Root (81-82) Maria Castro (83-84) Mark Gonyea (85-86) Marty Woods (87) Mary J. Winters-Meyer

(88-89) Mary-Margaret Marx (90-91) MauindiArts (92-93) Meg Cowley (94-95) Melissa Dinwiddie

(96-97) Menucha CC (98-99) Natalija Davydova (100-101) Nerine Martin (102-103) Olivia Julius

Dunggat (104-105) Patricia Burke (106-107) Robin Pedrero (108-109) rockaDoodle Art by Heather

Johnsgaard (110-111) Sarah Renae Clark (112-113) Scot Howden (114) Shelah Dow (115-116)

Steve "Squidoodle" Turner (117-118) Sue Chastain (119-120) Tabitha Barnett (121-122) Terra

Bidlespacher [White Stag] (123-124) Tigerlynx (125-126) Travis Baribeau (127-128) Trisha George



(129-130)   Learn more at www.ColoringBookTreasury.com
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Attached to this review will be a silent flip-through video so you can see all of the designs in the

book. I apologize for the length (at over 8 minutes) but, as it turns out, it takes a long time to flip

through 130 designs.I have been enjoying the first book in this series and wondered how they could

improve on it. Well, they did it by adding an additional 20 designs for about the same value. This is

an outstanding coloring book filled with 130 designs by a variety of independent coloring book

artists. Some of the artists are familiar to me and some are new. It makes for a great compilation of

designs for any colorist.It is once again fantastic to have the opportunity to try so many different

artists in one book. As I finish my coloring projects, I will add them to the photo samples I will

include.This is what I experienced while coloring in this book and testing the paper with my coloring

medium. In the comments section below, I will list the coloring medium I used to test this book and

which I usually use for coloring my projects.130 Designs by 70 different artistsDesigns are printed

on one side of pagePaper is thin, white, slightly rough and non-perforatedGlue BindingDesigns do

not merge into the binding and there is plenty of room to cut pages out if you choose to do

so.Alcohol-based markers bleed through this paper freelyWater-based markers and India ink pens

spot through this paperGel pens leave shadows of color on back of pageColoring pencils work well

with the paper but also leave shadows on the back of the page. I was able to get great results from

both oil and wax based pencils. I was able to layer the same color for deep pigment, layer multiple

colors, and blend extremely well using a pencil style blending stick.I can get the book to lay fairly flat



by breaking the spine of the book; however, as with the first book in this series, it is so thick that

even laying flat may be too high for me to color comfortably. I will, most likely, be cutting pages out

before I color them.If you don't plan to cut pages out, I suggest that you use a blotter page below

the project you are working on. I use card stock but a couple of sheets of heavyweight paper works

well, too.

This coloring book is AMAZING!!!! Features 130 designs from 70 different artists. Pages are printed

on single sided pages so you can use gel pens and markers. This book is a steal for the price and

the coloring enthusiast will definately be able to find many pages in this book suitable to their

individual taste. Designs range from very basic to advanced and intricate!!!!

I have both Treasury and Treasury 2. I paid a little over $6 for each of them. For that, I got nice thick

books with single-sided pictures, and a TON of variety (one book has 110 illustrations and the other

has 130) The paper is pretty low quality, but I can use pencils, gel pens, and markers (I always put a

piece of waxed paper between pages anyway). I think it's a great deal.

LOTS OF PICTURES TO COLOR.Many skill levels in this book.Centered, single sided pictures,

some with a boarder around them some with out a boarder.Paper is a regular copier weight paper.

There are gray toned pictures. A variety of pictures to color.Marker's, sharpies, and some gel pens

bled though paper. I used a few sheets of paper between sheets to alleviate ruining the next page

and to help with not leaving indentations on the next sheet.LOTS OF PICTURES TO COLOR.

Watched a review of this book on coloring queens pininterest so glad to have found it!! What a

bargain too! But you are paying for paper quality it's about a medium you will still want to put

something under your work and there are no tear out pages here. But would still continue to buy this

series!!

This is perfect for a new colorist or even an oldie like me who's been doing it since 2009. Before

everyone else jumped on the bandwagon. There's something for everyone in this book which is

what attracted me to it. I took it on a trip so I didn't have to fool with all my favorites and all my pens

and pencils. There's so many different artists featured in this! Some of them are already my favorite

but I learned some new names as well. That's probably what I liked most was if I was new, being

able to find the style of drawings I like. Exposure to art. The other thing I really like about it is some



days I want to kick back and color like a child with only the primary and secondary colors. Other

days I'm in the mood for something intricate and detailed. This has both as well as a whole lot of

pages I flagged and will color in the future. My problem, like several artists, is that there's only 24

hours in a day! This thing called "life" doesn't have boundaries and takes up way too much of my

time I'd much rather be doing art! Color therapy really has worked for me and this is the perfect

book to begin with!

I really like the idea of being able to experience many different artist's work and this book enables

you to do just that. My only issue with it, is that the paper quality leaves a lot to be desired. It is

about the same as copy paper. Any pressure at all will put dents not only in the page you are

working on, but the page underneath as well. I understand that they are selling this at a ridiculously

low price, but I for one would be willing to pay more for better quality paper.

This is a fantastic coloring book for the price. It's huge and it packed full of great artwork. There are

a wide variety of types of artwork, so you can sample different things. The paper is average.

Considering the price, it's great! The images are printed on one side, so the thickness of the paper

isn't that much of a big deal. If you use alcohol based markers, but a piece of chipboard or several

sheets of scrap paper behind the color page so you don't ruin the page behind the one you're

working on. I bought this one before I bought the first one. I was so happy with this one, I

immediately bought the other. They are both fantastic!
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